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QUESTION 1

What is the purpose of Composition > Pre render? 

A. to render a RAM preview of the composition 

B. to render and save the RAM preview to disk 

C. to render and create a Disk Cache preview of the composition 

D. to add the composition to the render queue with the Post Render Action set to Import and Replace usage 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

In order to speed up your previews by not rendering unnecessary pixels for the current zoom level, what is the most
efficient resolution to work with? 

A. Half 

B. Auto 

C. Third 

D. Quarter 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

How can you find out the number vertices of a mask? 

A. select the mask in the timeline and look in the Info panel 

B. select the mask in the timeline, open the Mask properties and look under Mask Path 

C. select the mask in the Composition panel, right-click on it, select Mask and select Vertices at the bottom of the menu 

D. select the mask in the Composition panel, go to Layer > Mask > Mask Shape to bring up the Mask Shape dialog box
containing the vertices information 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You are working on a composition containing a multiple layered Photoshop document. You modify the Photoshop layers



within Photoshop, and then save it. Which three layer changes will be reflected in the timeline when you return to After
Effects? (Choose three.) 

A. size 

B. opacity 

C. rotation 

D. blending modes 

E. color adjustment F. additional layers inserted into the Photoshop file 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 5

Click the Exhibit button. 

What does a small black square on a marker indicate? 

A. The marker contains XMP metadata. 

B. The marker has an extended duration. 

C. The marker contains Clip Notes comments. 

D. The marker has cue-point data ready for Flash Video export. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 6

An After Effects composition contains a layer of Adobe Illustrator art you would like to map onto a billboard contained in
another layer of video footage. You have applied the Parallel Corner pin feature in the Tracker panel to the Video Layer
and have chosen the Adobe Illustrator art as the Motion Target. Which option will occur in the composition? 

A. The video layer will have the Corner pin effect applied. 

B. Position, Scale, and Rotation keyframes will be applied to the Video Layer. 

C. The layer containing the Adobe Illustrator art will have the Corner pin effect applied. 

D. Position, Scale, and Rotation keyf rames will be applied to the layer containing the Adobe Illustrator art. 



E. The Corner pin effect will be applied to both the Video Layer and the layer containing the Adobe Illustrator art. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Which layer blending mode should you use when you wish to keep the lowest transparency value where multiple masks
intersect? 

A. Darken 

B. Lighten 

C. Intersect 

D. Subtract 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Which three video formats support the import of XMP metadata? (Choose three.) A.P2 

B. D5 

C. DV 

D. HDV 

E. XDCAM 

F. DVCPro 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 9

When are you likely to use two track points for the same layer at the same time? 

A. to track parallel points of a clip 

B. to track the perspective angle of a clip 

C. to track both the scale and rotation in a clip 

D. to track the position of two different areas in a clip 

Correct Answer: C 

 



 

QUESTION 10

You wish to create a text animation that will have the letters change color while letting the words animate position,
rotation, and scale. Which option in the Timeline panel will let you create the text animation? 

A. Advanced > Based On 

B. Add > Selector > Range 

C. Add > Selector > Wiggly 

D. Add > Property > Character Offset 

E. Add > Property > Per Character 3D 

F. Add > Property > All Transform Properties 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

What is the most efficient way to select all of the layers in a timeline that use the same color label? 

A. click the color label and choose Select Label Group 

B. select one of the layers and choose Edit > Select All 

C. select one of the layers and Shift -click all the layers with the same color label 

D. select one of the layers, go to Layer > Solid Settings and choose Affect All Layers That Use This Solid 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

When importing footage into a project, After Effects creates new versions of the files to increase overall performance for
previews. Which option in the After Effects Preferences dialog lets you control the versions of the files that After Effects
creates to control previews? 

A. Enable Disk Cache 

B. Segment Movie Files At 

C. Adaptive Resolution Limit 

D. Conformed Media Cache 

E. Output During > Previews 

F. Render Multiple Frames Simultaneously 



Correct Answer: D 
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